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Virtualization

Virtualization:

Transparent emulation of IT resources producing benefits to consumers
which is unavailable in physical form

ü Emulation (Main Memory, Mainframe, Default Gateway IP Address etc.)
ü Transparency (CPU, Mainframe Users, TCP/IP Host etc.)

Benefits:

ü Memory Expansion
ü Resource Optimization
ü High Availability
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Area of Data Center Virtualization
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In general, network virtualization is performed on network devices (although in this book 
you will learn noteworthy exceptions to this statement). Nevertheless, these virtualization 
techniques can be distributed among network planes, which represent different func-
tional components from network devices.

A network virtualization technology can aggregate, create, or segment one (or more) of 
the following planes:

■	 Data plane: Handles the traffic that is traversing two or more interfaces of a network
device (transit packets). Responsible for the majority of data influx on these devices,
it is also known as forwarding plane.

■	 Control plane: Processes traffic directed to the networking device itself and origi-
nated from other devices. It is exemplified with control packets from routing proto-
cols and controls the behavior of the data plane.

■	 Management plane: Runs components meant for device management purposes,
such as the command-line interface (CLI) and Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP). This plane usually interacts with third-party software and is able to modify
the behavior of both control and data planes.

Figure 1-10 portrays the areas and subareas used for the classification of the virtualiza-
tion technologies contained in this book.
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Figure 1-10 Data Center Virtualization Technologies Areas and Subareas

Note This publication will only use the networking planes to establish the subareas 
to storage networking technologies because they clearly correspond to interconnect 
subareas from a storage perspective. Additionally, for the sake of simplicity, Unified 
Computing System (UCS) service profiles will be classified as server virtualization 
technologies.
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In server technologies, virtualization will definitely occur inside a computer system. 
Nevertheless, there are multiple components that can effectively deploy virtualization 
within these devices:

■	 Hardware: Does not depend on the installation of any operating system to provide
the virtualization.

■	 Operating system: The software layer that directly controls the server hardware and
consequently provides the virtualization feature.

■	 Application: The virtualization is performed by a standard application that runs over
the server operating system.

Tip Server virtualization will discussed in more detail in Chapter 13.
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Introduction to Server

● Software Component
● Accept request from multiple clients
● Process clients’ request
● Provide suitable Response

● Hardware that host Server Software
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at this very moment or in a few minutes. Main memory can be also referred to as random-
access memory (RAM)  , mainly because the CPU can possibly access any part of it.

■ Internal storage: Most  servers have an internal device that allows the recording and read-
ing of data for multiple purposes such as loading the operating system and storing appli-
cation information. The most usual internal storage devices are hard drives, which can be 
managed by special cards called storage controllers .

Note In Chapters 8 and 9 (“Block Storage Technologies” and “File Storage Technologies”), 
I will explore the multiple available storage technologies for cloud computing deployments.

■ Network interface controller (NIC): This   is a hardware device that controls the commu-
nication between a server and the network. The vast majority of NICs deploy Ethernet, a 
protocol so popular that it is commonplace to find native Ethernet interfaces in the serv-
er motherboard  (circuit board that physically contains all the computer components). In 
respect to both scenarios, some authors consider network adapter  to be a more appro-
priate moniker than network interface controller for representing them.

■ Peripherals: These  are auxiliary devices that perform particular functions such as data 
input, output, or specialized processing. Some examples are the CD/DVD drive, mouse, 
keyboard, and printer, among many others.

Figure 5-1 displays these server hardware  components.

Server

CPU Internal Storage

Main Memory Network Interface
Card

Figure 5-1 Main Server Hardware Components

Of course, there are many other server elements such as BIOS (basic input/output system), 
the discussion of which is out of the scope of this chapter. But most of them owe their 
obscurity to a very special piece of software that will discussed in the next  section.

Note You will find more details about BIOS and other components of x86 servers in 
Chapter 12, “Unified Computing”.
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Mainframe Virtualization

IBM officially released mainframe virtualization solutions in 1972 along with its new 
generation of processors (System/370). This concept was based on the emulation of the 
mainframe architecture, allowing an operating system to be transparently run over a vir-
tual machine (VM).

Figure 1-5 further illustrates the basic concepts of this virtualization technology.
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Figure 1-5 Mainframe Virtualization

As the figure shows, the VM/370 operating system contained a software component 
called Control Program (CP), which can also be called a hypervisor. This piece of soft-
ware was responsible for the creation of the VMs, resource sharing, device management, 
virtual storage management, and other traditional operating system tasks. In this envi-
ronment, each mainframe user could interact with a Conversational Monitor System 
(CMS) as his own dedicated processor emulation.

For IBM, virtual machines provided a solution to the operating system migration prob-
lems that their customers were facing whenever a new processor was released. After all, 
using this virtualization, a single mainframe could simultaneously host different versions 
of operating systems (including yet another CP instance!).

The efforts behind the creation of mainframe virtualization were actually initiated eight 
years earlier, as an alternative to the time-sharing technologies, which were also intended 
to divide the expensive resources of a mainframe among different users. In summation, 
time sharing offered an equal slice of time of the mainframe resources to each user 
through the halting of a user job, saving the user state in memory, and loading of another 
user state.

Time-sharing mechanisms can be considered a “prehistoric” virtualization technology 
because each user had the illusion he was in complete control of the computer. However, 
contrary to virtual machines, all users were sharing the same operating system, without 
an unequal proper resource allocation and under the same failure domain.

Both concepts are really important to the current state of computer systems. While time 
sharing is used as the basis of multitasking operating systems, virtual machines have 
become the flagship technology for the Data Center 3.0 phase.
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Figure 5-4 Hardware Consolidation Through Server Virtualization   

As you can see, server virtualization software enables applications that were running on 
dedicated physical servers to be migrated to virtual machines. A virtualization administra-
tor decides how many virtual machines a virtualized server can host based on its hardware 
capacity, but undoubtedly reaching a much higher efficiency level with multiple different 
workloads.

Besides a better use of hardware resources, server virtualization on x86 platforms also inher-
ited the benefit of supporting applications developed for legacy hardware architectures. 
A remarkable example happened during the architecture evolution from   32-bit to 64-bit, 
which also occurred in the early 2000s. In the 32-bit architecture, the CPU refers to a mem-
ory location using 32 bits, resulting in a maximum memory size of 4 GB. To overcome this 
constraint, both Intel and AMD ignited architecture designs with 64-bit addresses, allowing 
a much higher memory limit.

During this transition period, many IT departments could not take advantage of the per-
formance boost from new servers simply because too many changes would be required 
to adapt applications that were originally developed for 32-bit operating systems. Server 
virtualization overcame this challenge, supporting 32-bit virtual machines to run over 64-bit 
virtualized servers, with practically no software alteration during this process.

As you will learn in the section “Server Virtualization Features” later in this chapter, server 
virtualization evolution unleashed many gains that were simply inconceivable to mainframe 
virtualization pioneers. However, to fully grasp the importance of server virtualization for 
cloud computing, you must delve even deeper into its main    fundamentals.

Server Virtualization Definitions
As server virtualization increased hardware consolidation and offered application legacy 
support, it naturally became an integral part of modern data center architectures. And 
VMware’s competition increased as well, as other software vendors entered the server virtu-
alization market with interesting solutions and slightly different approaches.

Technet24.ir
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Hypervisor Types
As    Table 5-3 indicates, not all hypervisors are alike. Nonetheless, they can be divided in two 
basic categories, as shown in Figure 5-5.
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Guest Operating
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App

Hypervisor

OS OS OS OS

App App App App OS OS

App App
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App Hypervisor

Figure 5-5 Hypervisor Types

For comparison purposes, Figure 5-5 represents a virtualization host  (physical server) as a 
stack composed of hardware, an operating system, and a single application. To its right, a Type-
1 hypervisor  replaces the operating system as the software component that directly controls 
the hardware, and for this reason it is also known as a native  or bare-metal hypervisor . Type-1 
hypervisors are heavily used for server virtualization and are exemplified by the first six solu-
tions listed in Table 5-3. On the other hand, as shown on the far right, a Type-2 hypervisor 
 runs over a preexisting operating system. When compared to Type-1 hypervisors, these hyper-
visors are considered easier to use, but the trade-off is that they offer lower performance lev-
els, explaining why they are normally deployed for workstation virtualization. Also known as 
hosted hypervisors , this category is represented by the last four solutions listed in    Table 5-3.

Note These categories follow a classification system developed by Gerald J. Popek and 
Robert P. Goldberg in their 1974 article “Formal Requirements for Virtualizable Third 
Generation Architectures.” By the way, as a healthy exercise, which type of hypervisor is 
VM-CP (introduced earlier in the section “Mainframe Virtualization”)?

Virtual Machines
In the     context of modern server virtualization solutions, a virtual machine is defined as an 
emulated computer that runs a guest operating system and applications. Each VM deploys 
virtual hardware devices such as the following      (see Figure 5-6):

■ Virtual central processing unit (vCPU)
■ Virtual random-access memory (vRAM)
■ Virtual hard drive
■ Virtual storage controller
■ Virtual network interface controller (vNIC)
■ Virtual video accelerator card
■ Virtual peripherals such as a CD, DVD, or floppy disk drive

These components perform the same functions as their physical counterparts.

Technet24.ir

Hypervisors:
ü A Software Component
ü Create emulated hardware

• CPU
• Memory
• Storage
• Peripherals

ü Allow to create Virtual Machine

Type - 1
• VMware ESXi
• Microsoft Hyper-V
• Linux KVM
• Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization (RHEV)
• Citrix XenServer
• Oracle VM

Type - 2
• VMware Workstation
• VMware Player
• VMware Fusion
• Microsoft Windows Virtual PC
• Oracle VM Virtual Box
• Parallels Desktop for Mac
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Virtual Machine Deploys Virtual Hardware 
Devices

ü Virtual Central Processing Unit (vCPU)
ü Virtual Random Access memory 

(vRAM)
ü Virtual Hard Drive
ü Virtual Storage Controller
ü Virtual Network Interface Controller 

(vNIC)
ü Virtual Video Accelerator Card
ü Virtual Peripherals – CD, DVD, Floppy 

Disk Drive 
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Figure 5-6 Virtual Hardware in a VMware ESXi VM    

Note In addition to the devices in the preceding list, Figure 5-6 displays a proprietary 
virtual device called VMCI (Virtual Machine Communication Interface)  , which can provide 
fast communication between virtual machines and the ESXi kernel.

Allow me to give away the “secret sauce” of x86 virtualization: from the hypervisor stand-
point, a VM is composed of a set of files residing on a storage device. Figure 5-7 displays 
some actual files that define the same VM hosted on      VMware ESXi.

In essence, these files dictate how the hypervisor controls the physical resources and shares 
them with the guest operating system in each VM. The following are the main VM file 
types in VMware ESXi:

■ Virtual disk  (.vmdk  extension): This file contains all the data a VM uses as its internal 
storage device.

■ Swap memory  (.vswp  extension): This file is used as a replacement for the virtual memo-
ry whenever the processes running on the VM reach the vRAM predefined limit.

■ Log  (.log  extension): These files store all the information a VM produces for trouble-
shooting purposes.

■ Configuration  (.vmx  extension): You can find all the hardware settings for a VM in this 
file, including vRAM size, NIC information, and references to all the other files.

■ Nonvolatile RAM  (.nvram  extension): This file contains information used during the 
VM initialization, such as the boot device order and CPU settings.



Server Virtualization
Virtual Machine is composed of a set of files which dictate how Hypervisor controls physical 
resources and shares them with guest OS. 

File Type File 
Extension

Functions

Virtual Disk .vmdk ü Contains all the data
ü VM uses as internal storage device

Swap Memory .vswp ü Used as a replacement of virtual memory
Log .log ü Stores all the information

ü Used for troubleshooting purposes
Configuration .vmx ü Contains all information of hardware 

settings
ü vRAM Size, NIC information etc.

Nonvolatile RAM .nvram ü Contains information for VM initialization
ü Boot order, CPU usage etc.
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Figure 13-7 Virtualization Infrastructure Architecture

The figure shows the VM manager controlling Type 1 hypervisors installed in a group of 
physical hosts that defined a virtualization cluster. Accessing this management software, 
an administrator can create and control VMs as well as monitor the resource utilization 
on all hosts, including CPU, memory, network, and storage.

Tip In true virtualization form, the VM manager can be installed in a VM from the 
virtualization cluster it is managing.

Shared storage structures, such as a SAN or NAS, are crucial to allow hosts in a virtualiza-
tion cluster to share VM files. For example, when accessing logical unit numbers (LUN), 
any ESX host can format with the Virtual Machine File System (VMFS) to store the VM 
files in a specialized way.

VMware VMFS also allows multiple hosts to access the same file concurrently, unlike 
other lock-based file systems such as common internet file system (CIFS). To further 
optimize the use of storage, recent versions of ESX can deploy storage thin-provisioning, 
where the virtual disk file only stores what the VMs are effectively using.

Virtual Machine Manager:

ü Software Solution
ü Create and Manage Virtual 

Machine
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VMware vSphere:
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VMware vSphere
VMware vSphere    is the software suite comprising the VMware ESXi hypervisor and its asso-
ciated tools. VMware developed vSphere for the purpose of creating and managing virtual 
servers. Continuing the basic structure started with VMware Infrastructure (VI), vSphere has 
maintained its position as the leading server virtualization architecture since its launch in 2009.

Figure 5-8 depicts the main components of the VMware vSphere architecture and how they 
interact with each other.
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Figure 5-8 VMware vSphere Architecture  

As Figure 5-8 demonstrates, a virtualization administrator uses vSphere Client, which is soft-
ware available for Windows computers, to deploy multiple virtual machines on hosts with 
installed ESXi hypervisors. Nevertheless, the use of a VM manager enables multiple benefits 
besides the centralized creation of VMs, as you will learn in the upcoming section “Server 
Virtualization Features.” Originally built over a Windows-based server, VMware vCenter is 
the VM manager for the vSphere suite.

A VMware vSphere administrator can use a web browser to control VMware vCenter and, 
consequently, its associated virtualization   cluster.

Note In VMware vSphere terminology,  “cluster” refers to a set of hosts that share the 
same policies and feature settings. Therefore, a single vCenter instance can manage multiple 
clusters. However, for the sake of simplicity, this certification guide refers to a virtualization 
cluster as a single VM manager managing a set of hosts.

Microsoft Hyper-V
Microsoft,    the leading personal computer operating system vendor, released its server vir-
tualization offer in 2008. Hyper-V is a hypervisor enabled as a new Windows Server 2012 
role, exactly as you would activate services such Active Directory or Terminal Services in 
this operating system. Figure 5-9 shows Hyper-V already installed and activated along with 
other roles in a Windows 2012 Server.

Your first impression might be that Hyper-V is a Type-2 hypervisor, but Hyper-V is indeed 
a Type-1 hypervisor because it has direct access to the server hardware. In fact, after the 
Hyper-V role is enabled on a Windows 2012 Server, the whole system requires a reboot 
so the original operating system instance can be transformed into a special virtual machine, 
formally called a parent partition . For obvious reasons, Hyper-V grants special privileges to 
this partition because it also deploys some functions that are shared by the hosted VMs.

Linux KVM:

ptg17120290
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2000s. Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) is arguably the most popular solution among 
several other Linux-based Type-1 hypervisors since its release in 2007.

As its name implies, this full virtualization solution is not executed as a user application but 
actually as a loadable kernel module called kvm.ko. This component was integrated in main-
line Linux since version 2.6.20.

Both the open source community and vendors packaging Linux enterprise solutions have 
developed a great variety of methods to manage KVM virtual machines, including command-
line interfaces (Linux shell), web interfaces, and client-based GUIs. Additionally, many VM 
managers were similarly created to manage KVM-based virtualization clusters. Among these 
are Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization (RHEV), oVirt, and OpenStack Nova. Figure 5-11 illus-
trates how all of these components are integrated into a generic KVM architecture.
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Figure 5-11 Linux KVM Architecture    

KVM has been adopted for various reasons, such as cost (it can be considered free, depend-
ing on your version of Linux) and operational easiness to install in server environments 
where Linux expertise is     available.

Note OpenStack Nova  encompasses many functions that are beyond the scope of a VM 
manager. Thus, besides the creation and management of virtual machines (called “Nova 
instances”), Nova  is considered the de facto orchestrator of most computer-related opera-
tions in an OpenStack cloud, offering a set of APIs (including Amazon EC2 API) to auto-
mate pools of computer resources from hypervisors such as Hyper-V, VM managers (such 
as VMware vCenter), and high-performance computing (HPC) clusters.

Multi-Hypervisor Environments
While   the three software solutions explained in the previous sections arguably represent the 
most widely adopted server virtualization architectures, they are not alone in this market. 
Some other hypervisors, such as Citrix XenServer, were briefly described in Table 5-3.

For obvious reasons, each solution presents its own specific advantages. Yet, some custom-
ers do not want to be restricted to a single server virtualization architecture. Interestingly, 
during the past few years, I have observed an increasing number of customers deploying 
multi-hypervisor environments for various reasons. For example:
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Figure 5-9 Installed Hyper-V in a Windows 2012 Server   

Although a virtualization administrator can use client software called Hyper-V Manager to 
create and manage VMs in a single Hyper-V host, System Center Virtual Machine Manager 
(SCVMM) is the architecture VM manager, extending server virtualization features to multi-
ple hosts. Using the VMM Administrator Console, a virtualization administrator can control 
a Hyper-V virtualization cluster as depicted in Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-10 Microsoft Hyper-V Architecture   

Microsoft Hyper-V has increased its participation in the server virtualization market with 
each new version. Arguably, its adoption is strongly supported by the ubiquitous presence 
of the Windows operating system in server environments and its relative operational sim-
plicity to Windows-trained    professionals.

Linux Kernel-based Virtual Machine
Standing     on the shoulders of a giant called open source development, server virtualization 
was brought to Linux systems with the increasing adoption of this operating system in the 

Technet24.ir
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Microsoft Hyper-V has increased its participation in the server virtualization market with 
each new version. Arguably, its adoption is strongly supported by the ubiquitous presence 
of the Windows operating system in server environments and its relative operational sim-
plicity to Windows-trained    professionals.

Linux Kernel-based Virtual Machine
Standing     on the shoulders of a giant called open source development, server virtualization 
was brought to Linux systems with the increasing adoption of this operating system in the 
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Figure 5-12 Virtual Machine High Availability Example     

Note Both disk arrays and network-attached storage (NAS) will be properly explained in 
Chapters 8 and 9. But at this stage, you simply need to understand that these systems repre-
sent external storage devices that can be accessed by multiple servers, such as hosts on the 
same virtualization clusters.

VM high availability (HA) is extremely useful for legacy applications that do not have any 
embedded availability mechanism. As a consequence, this specific enhancement allows less 
development effort if, of course, the application service-level agreement (SLA) supports a 
complete      reboot.

Virtual Machine Live Migration
A      much-hyped virtualization innovation in the mid-2000s, live migration enables the trans-
port of a virtual machine between two hosts from a virtualization cluster with minimal dis-
ruptions in its guest OS and hosted applications.

Figure 5-13 details how this elegant sleight of hand actually occurs.

In Figure 5-13, the virtualization administrator decides that a virtual machine must move 
from Host1 to Host2      using live migration. Accordingly, the VM manager communicates to 
both hosts about the operation. Immediately after Host2 creates a copy of the soon-to-be-
migrated VM, Host1 starts a special data connection to Host2 to synchronize the VM state 
until Host2 has an exact copy of the VM (including its main memory and, consequently, 
end-user sessions). After the synchronization is completed, the VM copy is fully activated 
while its original instance is abruptly discarded.

Virtualization Machine High Availability:
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Figure 5-13 Virtual Machine Live Migration Example

Figures 5-14 and 5-15 detail the live migration procedures in a VMware vSphere environ-
ment, which is called vMotion in this architecture. For your information, the whole process 
took approximately 4 seconds.

Figure 5-14 Migrating a Virtual Machine

Figure 5-14 displays a possible method to start the      live migration of VM-Nomad, currently 
running on host10, to host11. Using vSphere Client, I right-clicked the VM name and select-
ed the option Migrate.

Technet24.ir
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Resource Load Balancing
The     degree of flexibility introduced by live migrations has fostered an impressive toolbox 
for automation and capacity planning. One of these tools, resource load balancing, enables 
hosts that may be on the verge of a predefined threshold to preemptively send virtual 
machines to other hosts, allowing an optimal utilization of the virtualization cluster’s overall 
resource capacity.

Figure 5-16 shows an example of a resource load balancing activity in a virtualization cluster.
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95% 25%
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Hypervisor
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Hypervisor

60%
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Figure 5-16 Resource Load Balancing Example    

In Figure 5-16, Host1 presents a 95% utilization of a hardware resource (for example, CPU 
or memory). Because the VM manager is monitoring every resource on cluster hosts, it can 
proactively take an automated action to migrate virtual machines from Host1 to Host2 or 
Host3. Such a procedure can be properly planned to achieve a better-balanced environment, 
avoiding the scenario in which oversaturated hosts invariably impact VM performance.

Many load-balancing methods are available from server virtualization solutions, also allow-
ing a level of customization for virtualization administrators who want to exploit virtualiza-
tion to fulfill specific requirements. Additionally, these load-balancing decisions can be as 
automatic as desired. For example, rather than making the decision to migrate the VMs, the 
VM manager may only advise the virtualization administrator (through recommendation 
messages) about specific manual operations that will improve the consumption of available 
    resources.

Virtual Machine Fault Tolerance
The      underlying mechanisms of live migration also facilitated the creation of sophisticated 
virtualization features. One example is virtual machine fault tolerance, which enables appli-
cations running on VMs to continue without disruption if a hardware or hypervisor failure 
hits a host.

Figure 5-17 depicts the internal operations behind VM fault tolerance.

Technet24.ir
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Figure 5-17 Virtual Machine Fault Tolerance Example

The left side of Figure 5-17 represents a situation where the virtualization administrator has 
decided that a VM deserves fault tolerance protection. Following that order, the VM man-
ager locates a host that can house an exact copy of the protected VM and, contrary to the 
live migration process, the VM copy continues to be synchronized until a failure happens in 
Host1. After such event, the VM copy is fully activated with minimal disruption to the VM, 
including end users’ sessions.

When compared to VM high availability, VM fault tolerance ends up spending double the 
CPU and memory resources the protected VM requires in the virtualization cluster. In spite 
of this drawback, VM fault tolerance can be considered a perfect fit for applications that 
simply cannot afford to reboot in moments of host      malfunctions.

Other Interesting Features
With   creativity running high during the server virtualization boom, many enhancements and 
sophisticated mechanisms were developed. The following list explains some of the most 
interesting features from current virtualization clusters, as well as their benefits to modern 
data centers:

■ Power management: With    this feature, the VM manager calculates the amount of 
resources that all VMs are using and analyzes if some hosts may be put on standby 
mode. If so, the VMs are migrated to a subset of the cluster, enabling automatic power 
savings during periods of low utilization.

■ Maintenance mode: If a    host from a virtualization cluster requires any disruptive opera-
tion (such as hypervisor version upgrade or patch installation), the virtualization adminis-
trator activates this mode, automatically provoking the migration of VMs to other hosts 
in the cluster and avoiding VM-related operations in this host.

■ Snapshot: This    feature preserves the state and data of a virtual machine at a specific 
instant so you can revert the VM to that state if required. Under the hood, a snapshot is 
primarily a copy of the VM files with a reference to a point in time.

■ Cloning: This    operation creates a copy of a virtual machine that results in a completely 
independent entity. To avoid future conflicts, the clone VM is assigned different identi-
fiers such as MAC addresses.

■ Templates: If    you want to create a virtual machine that will be cloned frequently, you 
can create a master copy of it, which is called a template. Although it can be converted 
back to a VM, a template provides a more secure way of creating clones because it can-
not be changed as easily as a standard VM.
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Figure 5-18 Server Virtualization Cluster in Cloud Computing Environment

Resource Pooling
Server virtualization     features, such as live migration and resource load balancing, can change 
the perception of a server virtualization cluster from being a simple group of hosts to being 
a pool of computing resources. Figure 5-19 illustrates this perspective.
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Figure 5-19 Server Virtualization Cluster as a Pool of Resources
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Figure 6-1 Virtual   Machine Networking Challenges

Although the two visions might seem very similar, I highly suggest you refrain from using 
the server vision for networking problems. Comparing both methods, the network vision 
allows a more detailed exploration of networking issues in complex environments. Thus, 
from now on, this certification guide will employ the latter method whenever virtual net-
working is being discussed.

When addressing the first challenge, you will probably agree that standard VMs should not 
control the physical network adapter driver, not only to avoid becoming a bottleneck for 
VM traffic, but also to prevent other VMs from accessing this resource. As a consequence, 
most server virtualization vendors have decided that the hypervisor itself should control the 
physical network interface controller (NIC), sharing this resource with all hosted VMs.

Regarding the second challenge, try to picture how a hypervisor can use the physical NIC to 
forward VM data to the outside world. In this case, is it better to route (Layer 3) or bridge 
(Layer 2) the traffic? While routing certainly can offer better isolation to the hosted VMs, 
it invariably imposes operational complexities (such as subnet design and routing protocol 
implementation) that do not fit into most server virtualization deployments. Therefore, for 
the sake of simplicity, most virtual networking solutions are based on Layer 2 forwarding of 
Ethernet frames between VMs and the access switch.

Finally, addressing the third challenge, virtualization administrators expect to define which 
VMs, even running in the same hypervisor instance, should communicate with each other. 
As a direct result, most virtual networking solutions converged on the most traditional 
method of traffic isolation: the virtual local-area network (VLAN)  .

A VLAN is formally defined as a broadcast domain in a single Ethernet switch or shared 
among connected switches. Whenever a switch port receives a broadcast Ethernet frame 
(destination MAC address is ffff.ffff.ffff), the Layer 2 device must forward this frame to 
all other interfaces that are defined in the same VLAN. In other words, if two hosts are 
connected to the same VLAN, they can exchange frames. If not, they are isolated until an 
external device (such as an IP router) connects them.

Taking all of these considerations into account, and adding the goals of simplicity and flex-
ibility, the virtual switch has emerged as the most common virtual networking solution 
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among all hypervisors. To further delve into this software network device, the following 
sections explore its main characteristics, evolution, and   variants.

The Virtual Switch
In the      early 2000s, VMware created the concept of the virtual switch (vSwitch), which is 
essentially a software abstraction where the hypervisor deploys a simplified version of a Layer 
2 Ethernet switch to control virtual machine traffic. At the time of this writing, this specific 
networking element is officially known as VMware vNetwork Standard Switch (vSS)  .

Note For the sake of simplicity, I will generically refer to a virtual network device that 
shares the characteristics presented in this section as a vSwitch, regardless of its hypervisor.

Figure 6-2 illustrates the forwarding principles behind a generic vSwitch.
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Figure 6-2 Example of a vSwitch in Action     

In a vSwitch, the physical NICs act as uplinks , conducting VM traffic beyond the access 
switch. As represented in Figure 6-2, a vSwitch can forward Ethernet frames from a virtual 
machine to the physical switch and vice versa. And because each VM emulates at least one 
NIC, real Ethernet frames traverse the virtual wire that exists between the virtual adapter 
and the virtual switch. After analyzing the destination MAC address in a frame, the vSwitch 
decides if it should send the frame to the physical NIC or to a VM whose virtual network 
adapter is connected to the same VLAN. In the latter situation, the data exchanged between 
two VMs in the same host only requires a memory-based operation.

Using VLAN tagging  in its physical NICs, a vSwitch deploys more than one VLAN in these 
interfaces. Based on the 12-bit VLAN ID field defined in the IEEE 802.1Q standard, the vir-
tual device can identify to which VLAN an incoming Ethernet frame belongs and also signal 
to the access switch the VLAN from an outgoing frame.
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In the next section, you will be introduced to an evolution of the vSwitch that was created 
to overcome these operational      concerns.

Distributed Virtual Switch
As an      innovation introduced in VMware vSphere version 4.0, VMware released a new 
virtual networking device which is formally known as the vNetwork Distributed Switch 
(vDS). Notwithstanding, I will generically refer to it as a distributed virtual switch (DVS) in 
order to define a whole class of similar solutions that was subsequently developed on other 
hypervisors.

Figure 6-5 depicts some of the differences between a vSwitch and a DVS in the context of 
VMware vSphere.
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Figure 6-5 Comparing a VMware vSwitch and a VMware DVS   

In Figure 6-5, you can observe that each vSwitch is confined to a single hypervisor instance, 
whereas the DVS is stretched across both hosts as if they were deploying the same virtual 
networking device. The reason for that perception relates to the creation of distributed 
Port Groups , which are produced once in VMware vCenter and automatically replicated to 
all hosts that are “connected” to the DVS.

Figure 6-5 also references VMware vSphere networking terminology, described in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2 VMware vSphere Interfaces      

VMware 
vSphere 
Interfaces

Description

vmnic Short for virtual machine network interface controller , it represents the 
physical NICs for an ESXi hypervisor instance and performs the role of an 
uplink for a vSwitch or DVS. Exclusively for the VMware DVS, this interface 
is associated to an uplink Port Group.
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Figure 5-18 Server Virtualization Cluster in Cloud Computing Environment

Resource Pooling
Server virtualization     features, such as live migration and resource load balancing, can change 
the perception of a server virtualization cluster from being a simple group of hosts to being 
a pool of computing resources. Figure 5-19 illustrates this perspective.
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